SMC big sisters a big help to new students

By PEGGY LENCZEWSKI

New Writer

lege to help new students deal with the transition between high school and college life, according to student coordinator Alvente Heimann.

During their meetings with their orientation groups, freshmen were given the opportunity to sign up to receive an upperclassman as a big sister.

The upperclassmen then provided a familiar face on campus, an avenue for meeting new people through their big sister, and, in the best possible situation, a new friend.

Sophomores Heimann and Kathleen Michaels volunteered to coordinate this initiative for the new freshmen; they hoped to improve upon last year's program, so that freshmen would have a more positive experience.

They were disappointed, however, with the turnout of the upperclassmen, according to student coordinator Alvente Heimann. There were plans, but many freshmen who signed up for the program were not contacted by upperclassmen.

Currently, the interaction between the upperclassmen and the freshmen is strictly interpersonal: there are no group activities planned, or in the responsibility of the upperclassmen to contact the new students.

Ultimately, Heimann and Michaels hope to expand the program so that every new student will automatically be provided with a Big Sister. Heimann hopes to plan group activities that will enable the freshmen to meet other students who are in different classes. These plans depend on an increase in the response from the upperclassmen.

Organizational meetings will begin in February to increase student interest in the program.

Clinton gives thanks to initial volunteers

By RON FOURNIER

ABERDEEN, Md. - President Clinton, worshiping in a military chapel on Sunday, thanked the first responders to his national service program for fulfilling "our God-given responsibility to serve our fellow human beings."

The president and first lady, Hillary Rodham Clinton attended services at the Aberdeen Proving Ground, a weapons facility in central Maryland. The visit was designed to promote the president's AmeriCorps initiative, a sweep-

ing collection of old and new community service programs offering college education to its workers.

The program formally commences Monday when Clinton signs a bill to provide in-year 15,000 AmeriCorps recruits, capping his 2-year-old campaign for the program.

Clinton spoke from the pulpit to a congregation of about 300.

"I thank all of you, and particularly the AmeriCorps members, for your service to our country and our fellow human beings," he said Sunday.

The national service program, which fulfills a cornerstone pledge of Clinton's presidency, is expected to cost $360 million a year. The program will offer work in education, health and human services, the environment and public safety.

"We will receive minimum-wage pay, free health care and a $4,725 education voucher for one year of work. The $4,725 can be used for college, vocational education or to pay off college loans. They can work up to two years.

If Congress extends the program, the White House hopes to spend a $1.5 billion over three years to pay for 100,000 more workers.

Attending church with Clinton were about 30 members of the National Civic League, a group of retired leaders from the East Coast at the Aberdeen base to fight forest fires in the West.

President Clinton shook the hands of several volunteers before the service.

"Your country has given you the opportunity to serve," he said during the service. "You have assumed the responsibility, and our American family is much stronger, and better, and richer as a result."
**World at a Glance**

**With $335 million, Spielberg is highest-paid entertainer in 1993-94**

Steven Spielberg, whose dino- thriller "Jurassic Park" grossed more than $900 million at the box office, has bumped Oprah Winfrey as the highest-paid entertainer, Forbes reported Sunday.

The 46-year-old director-producer, who cleared $100 from his first feature film, made when he was 16, will make an estimated 1993-94 total of $335 million, the magazine said in its Sept. 26 issue.

That's a record for the eight years Forbes has been compiling the list of the top 40 best-paid entertainers. The previous record of $200 million was set by Michael Jackson in 1988-89.

Television talk-show hostess Winfrey, who became the first woman to break into the Forbes Top 40 Entertainers list last year, came in at No. 2 this year with a combined estimated 1993-94 take of $105 million.

Forbes says basing its ranking on combined two-year estimated gross earnings provides a more accurate assessment of an entertainer's overall income, which can change capriciously from year to year.

Winfrey was followed by another Jurassic-era phenomenon, Barney, the purple, roly-poly, oversized dinosaur who delights 3-year-olds and irks some adults with his syrupy public television show. When 1993-94 sales from toys, videos and books are tallied, the show is expected to gross more than $1 billion.

Fire closes New York City's Penn Station

NEW YORK

A smoky train fire closed Penn Station for nearly three days Sunday, shutting down passenger service on an Amtrak and two large suburban commuter lines and forcing the evacuation of hundreds of people. Nine people suffered minor injuries. The shutdown affected thousands of Amtrak passengers in the busy Northeast Corridor between Washington and Boston, as well as an Amtrak line through upstate New York. The fire, said Amtrak spokesman Michael Stewart. About 20 trains were delayed and several were canceled. Hundreds of travelers filled side streets off the street from the mid-Manhattan station and Madison Square Garden as smoke billowed out of vents and entrances.

**Stage-screen actress Jessica Tandy dies**

NEW YORK

Jessica Tandy, who won an Academy Award at age 80 for her portrayal of a spitfire Southern matriarch named Miss Daisy," died Sunday after a four-year battle with ovarian cancer. She was 85. Her husband, actor Hume Cronyn, was by her side when she died about 6 a.m. at their home in Easton, Conn. Cronyn, said Leslie Durst, a couple's press agent, Tandy's acting career spanned more than 60 years, mostly on stage in New York and London. She was buried at sea following an original 1947 production of Tennessee Williams' "A Streetcar Named Desire" that co-starred Marlon Brando as Stanley Kowalski.
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Man goes to trial for slaying of three people

Associated Press

DAYTON, Ohio

A Cincinnati native is scheduled to go to trial Monday in the deaths of a Wilshire mother and her two teenage daughters who were found in Florida's Tampa Bay with cinder blocks tied around their ankles.

A four-week trial is expected for Oba Chandler, 47, in Clearwater, Fla. He faces three counts of first-degree murder in the deaths of Joan Rogers and her daughters, Michelle, 17, and Christie, 14. The family was from Van Wert County in northwest Ohio.

Chandler has pleaded innocent. If convicted, he could be sentenced to death.

Prosecutors believe Chandler lured the family onto his boat for sightseeing, then raped the girls, tied and gagged all three, weighted them with cinder blocks and threw them overboard. Their bodies were discovered three days later, on June 4, 1989.

The defense plans to offer alternate theories about who killed the three. One possible defense witness says a relative arranged the slayings by his jail cell because Mrs. Rogers knew too much about a drug and pornography ring, the Dayton Daily News reported Sunday.

The state will have to prove its case without the benefit of eyewitnesses.

Instead, it plans to use evidence that includes a sample of Chandler's handwriting found at the family's motel, incriminating statements he allegedly made to family members and cellmates, and records of marital phone calls he made to his wife from his boat the night the women vanished, the newspaper said.

Prosecutors won a victory last month when Circuit Judge Susan F. Schafer ruled they could use evidence of an alleged rape that occurred near Madeira Beach, Fla., two weeks before the slayings.

The victim, a Canadian tourist, said Chandler lured her onto a blue boat with a white interior, where she was raped. He also threatened to gag her with duct tape, she said.

Duct tape was used to gag the Rogers women, and Chandler owned a blue-and-white Bayliner in 1989.

Chandler was charged with rape, but the case has not come to trial.
More questions raised about the S & L bailout

By DAVE SKIDMORE
Associated Press

WASHINGTON
Just as the savings and loan industry is enjoying its most robust health in years, its lobbyists have begun quietly campaigning for one more multibillion-dollar installment of taxpayer aid.

The Resolution Trust Corp., the agency created in 1989 to wind up the work of the next several years.

By 2004, especially since commercial banks soon will see a drastic cut in their insurance premiums.

Both banks and S&Ls currently pay about 24 cents for every $100 in deposits.

The S&L fund is struggling largely because 11 cents of each 24 cents — $770 million a year — is being diverted from its premiums to retire 30-year government bonds sold to finance S&L cleanups in 1987 and 1988, before the RTC was created.

In contrast, banks have nearly finished recapitalizing the FDIC’s Bank Insurance Fund. In the red only 2 1/2 years ago, it is now up to $17.5 billion as of the end of June, or 92 percent of full strength. Bankers are looking forward to a reduction in their premiums, perhaps by mid-1993, to as little as 5 cents per $100 in deposits.

When that happens, Schosberg warned, the now-stable S&L industry will start to deteriorate. It no longer will be able to offer loans and deposit services on a competitive basis.

As a cure, his trade group is recommending a merger of the bank and S&L funds but with enough taxpayer money from the RTC — $5 billion or $6 billion — to offset most of the disadvantages to banks. It is in taxpayers’ interest to make the contribution, Schosberg argued.

"Why in the world would you want to run the risk of creating a new wave of problem institutions, and why would you want to run the risk of having people lose confidence again in deposit insurance?" he asked.

"It probably will be money well spent," agreed L. William Seidman, a former FDIC chairman.

The government picking up the cost is the least-worst solution.

But Leach, the senior GOP member of the House Banking Committee, and other lawmakers insist that taxpayers have done enough in restoring the S&L business to solvency and shouldn’t be required to put it on an equal footing with banks.

The 46th anniversary of North Korea’s founding was marked without mass celebrations or rallies in Pyongyang, according to North Korean media monitored in Seoul. Some banners and posters portrayed the younger Kim. At a small gathering of party loyalists, Vice Premier Hong Song Nam tried to rally support for the absent Kim, the North’s media reported.

"The (North Korean) republic will continue to march in prosperity if we have Dear Leader Kim Jong II at the forefront," Hong was quoted as saying.

State-controlled media had repeatedly broadcast displays of wild, unreserved public grief between Kim’s death from a heart attack at age 82 on July 8 and his funeral July 20.

Many North Koreans still visit the 100-foot polished bronze statue of the Great Leader on Mansu Hill in Pyongyang. Wreaths and bouquets are left at the site.

Kim, his father’s eldest son and designated successor, has not been seen in public since the funeral, when he looked ill, distracted, and seemed to have lost weight.

Marxist-Leninist theory does not permit dynastic transfer of power in a communist state, and there is resentment in some circles in the North of the younger Kim’s inheritance of power.

"Obviously it is a very narrowly based family regime. There must be considerable dissatisfaction within North Korea," said Charles Morrison, a North Korea watcher at the East-West Center in Honolulu.

North Korean officials say Kim is awaiting the end of a 100-day mourning period, due to end Oct. 16. But total seclusion is not a traditional Korean mourning practice, leading to speculation that he is trying to consolidate his power.

There does not seem to be any other candidate for leadership. The elder Kim publicly groomed his son to take over for more than 20 years.

The personality cult around Kim II Sung has evolved into a virtual religion, and when he died, supernatural signs were reported, purporting to show that even the heavens and earth mourn the Great Leader’s loss.

Cloud hangs over anniversary

By PETER J. SPIELMANN
Associated Press

SEOUL, South Korea
North Korea observed in low-key fashion its first anniversary without “Great Leader” Kim Il Sung today. Curiously absent was his son, the heir-apparent to power.

Today was the third major occasion on which Kim Jong II shunned the public.

Kim, known as “Dear Leader,” failed to attend the two-month memorial services for his father on Thursday, attended by senior party and military officials. And he was a no-show at the one-month observances.

His absence and the fact that he has not officially assumed his father’s titles as president and general-secretary of the ruling communist Korean Worker’s Party have fueled rumors that he is seriously ill or engaged in a power struggle with the party or army leadership.
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Israel welcomes Assad speech as sign of peace

By HEATHER SMITH
Associated Press

GAMLA, Golan Heights
Israel on Sunday welcomed a conciliatory speech by Syria's president as a declaration of peace, the latest statement to suggest a possible breakthrough in talks over the Golan Heights.

President Hafez Assad, long Israel's bitterest foe, told his Parliament on Saturday that Syria understands peace requires certain commitments and that the country would meet them.

"Despite the difficulties and the continuing state of no progress, there is some hope that peace would become a reality," Assad said.

Israel Foreign Minister Shimon Peres hailed Assad's speech as a "declaration of peace." He contrasted it with the rhetoric of war the two countries have exchanged over the past 46 years.

Assad's speech contains "more than hints, that he understands that peace is really peace," Peres said. "If the solution is not yet clear, the air is becoming clearer and I welcome it in a very serious tone."

Peres also confirmed that the United States was trying to arrange a meeting between himself and Syria's Foreign Minister Farouk Sharar.

The comments by Assad and Peres were the latest of a series of conciliatory exchanges in the past week, indicating movement in U.S.-brokered talks which had been stalemated over the Golan Heights for months.

Israel seized the plateau in the 1967 Middle East war and later annexed it. Syria has demanded that Israel withdraw from all of Golan in return for peace.

Talk of a breakthrough intensified last week when Prime Minister Yitzhak Rabin said Israel has offered a margin of freedom to be followed by a three-year test period, after which a significant pullback was possible.

Israel seized the plateau in the 1967 Middle East war and later annexed it. Syria has demanded that Israel withdraw from all of Golan in return for peace.

Talk of a breakthrough intensified last week when Prime Minister Yitzhak Rabin said Israel has offered a margin of freedom to be followed by a three-year test period, after which a significant pullback was possible.

By GENE KRAMER

WASHINGTON
The United States should impose tougher sanctions against Syria to deter future junta or civil war could erupt in Africa's most populous country, Nigerian community leaders say.

"It would be futile to expect lasting peace in the region if we do not attempt to work on the conditions that seem likely to escalate conflicts," said F. Michael Riekkola, a founder of the country's National Democratic Coalition. "It is incumbent on the Western World to call the junta to their senses."

Tumult in Nigeria, a country of 90 million, will make the Rwanda situation seem like child's play, others said. They addressed a forum Saturday sponsored by the Nigerian Democratic Awareness Committee.

The dissident group supports the claim to Nigeria's presidency of Moshood K.O. Abiola, apparent winner of the June 1993 election, before the previous military regime nullified the results.

Heights. 

Liberals and Separatists race

By JEFFREY ULRICH
Associated Press

MONTREAL
Quebec's battle-hardened Liberals, faced with poll predictions of their stunning defeat in Monday's provincial election, insist it's still a horse race with the separatists of the Parti Quebecois.

Their logic? That old favorite -- the undecided voter -- will bail them out.

"It is totally illogical to vote for separatists if you don't want Quebec to separate from Canada," Premier Daniel Johnson, the Liberal standard-bearer, said Tuesday.

He warned that a Parti Quebecois victory would mean "upheaval."

"That's the choice tomorrow: realism, and Quebec as a senior member in the community of Canada, or radicalism," Johnson said, adding that Parti Quebecois leader Jacques Parizeau "incarnates total radicalism."

Parizeau, 64, wrapped his 50-day campaign on Sunday pressing the flesh in his home district of Assomption, north of Montreal.

Parizeau is the champion of those who feel that Francophones, who comprise about 85 percent of the province's 7 million people, are treated like second-class citizens in largely Anglophone Canada. Many fear their language and culture eventually will be absorbed by the English sea.

He has promised that if his party wins a majority of the 125 seats in the Quebec legislature and forms the next government, it will hold a referendum on independence within a year.
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Brown faces discrimination
Students accuse Office of Financial Aid and Athletic Department of minority and gender bias

By EDWARD IMBUS
News Writer

Three officers of the Office of Financial Aid at Brown University and a student on Rhode Island have been accused of discrimination against minority students.

Nine undergraduate students at the university requested an outside investigation of the situation by the United States Department of Education Office of Civil Rights.

The students allege that the Office of Financial Aid has not treated minority students equally in the distribution of money in the same manner towards the students and their individual needs.

The students of University Relations responded to the concerns and an opinion article acknowledges problems in the financial aid office, yet it denies that any discrimination based on race or ethnicity in nature.

In response to the student accusations, the Vice President for Administration has established a Task Force on Financial Aid to evaluate how services are administered to students.

Additionally, Director of Financial Aid Fernando de Nascimento was removed from his post and replaced by Anthony Canela-Flores, policy coordinator at the Office of the Director of Financial Aid.

Students have suggested that the administration consult a specialist in race relations to investigate the problem and that students should be protected from any reprisal for coming forth to talk of any discrimination that they have encountered.

Also, students have specified that they should not be asked to remove anyone from the financial aid department, only that they can cooperate in disallowing misbehavior and that students are of access, in its efforts. Also with regard to gender bias, a class-action sex discrimination suit against Brown will formally be filed next week in federal district court.

The case was filed in April of 1994 when Brown made significant cuts in its sports program by reclassifying four varsity teams, two women and two male, as club sports. By doing so, the cuts would not be eligible for university funding.

The students were alerted to the possibility of budget cuts and were forewarned about the possibility of closing due to budget cuts and were forewarned about the possibility of joining new officers. Decisions about which units were to be closed were decided by dwindling enrollment numbers.

The particular unit located at Washington University was closed for failure to abide by Title IX guidelines and regulations.

The Office of Financial Aid has not provided a space for facilities, credit students academically for ROTC, and for the Defense Department's policy of excluding gay people from the armed forces.

This is the largest reduction of units since 1990 when the U.S. Army closed 20 units.

Professor accused of lab misconduct

Oakland University has recently accused and suspended a science professor for research misconduct.

According to colleagues of the professor, G. Raval, having with the HIV virus created a hazardous work environment in the lab which they all shared.

Chaudhry's colleagues reported that they were not informed about the research being conducted and were therefore unable to take necessary precautions to protect themselves from possible infection.

"I never had any explanation of the kind of work going on there," said anonymous sources of biological sciences, Fay Hansen, Smith.

"By not knowing what was going on, I was deprived of the opportunity to make a choice about whether my work was so important that my students should be at risk." Chaudhry defends that no guidelines of safety were violated in his research.

Klein challenges Calvin College

In the process of obtaining a new logo for their new logo, Calvin College located in Grand Rapids, Michigan, from Fieig Design Group and Klein Klein Inc. clothing company.

Initially, the college didn't expect any problems and were shocked when the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office informed them of the conflict.

"Apparenly it raised a red flag," said Bill DelTan, the college's spokesperson.

Klein Klein Inc. dropped the issue and is allowing the college to use the logo in compliance with its trademark.

Freshmen aided with transition

In an effort to help freshmen become better adjusted to college life, several schools have introduced various initial orientation programs to aid in the transition.

To promote community involvement in addition to academic studies, students at Illinois donate money to fund local parks planting trees and planting flowers.

At the University of Puget Sound in Tacoma, Washington, students participate in a three-day camping trip that includes hiking, mountain biking, and canoeing.

Documents found at Saint Johns University

Professor George Greenia had the shock of his life when he discovered a 14th-century Spanish legal document hidden in a vault at Saint John's University.

The sheepskin scroll, along with 40 other documents, are believed to have been brought to the university by a monk who placed them in the unknown vault without telling anyone about their existence.

The first document that Greenia discovered ended up to be a copy of important manuscripts that have turned up in an American library for decades.

"My first reaction was de-light, followed by a sense of consternation that it must have been researched and catalogued," said Greenia.

However, librarians Maureen and Paul Watry said they had no idea that the documents even existed.

Human rights data bank established

Yale, U. of Cincinnati to cooperate to create bibliography

By MARCY DINUS
Campus Editor

With the recent death of Yale law librarian Diana Chaudhry, the university's special advisor ended the project to allow students and faculty access to human rights documents that would otherwise be obscure for scholars at Yale and the University of Cincinnati.

The Assistant Director of the Vincent-Davis work by scanning the documents on to a disk and then onto an Internet computer network.

The project, named "Diana" in honor of its initial supporter, had two purposes: to preserve different types of material pertinent to human rights and in an effort to establish the first comprehensive bibliography for such information.

In the past, anyone wishing to research specific areas of the human rights issue have had to receive materials through inter-library loan or by going to a site at which such materials are kept.

In addition to improving the library's materials, the project has been helpful in the preservation of printed human rights documents whose conditions in many cases have begun to deteriorate.

In April, the University of Cincinnati began feeding documents on to the Internet. Yet with no funding for either Cincinnati or Yale specifically allocated to the project, its participants are limited to computing the documents only as their own money becomes available.

Thus far, the project has only received a $30,000 grant from the United States Institute of Peace and a $15,000 grant from the National Center for Automated Information Research.

In approximately one year, library staff have added a significant amount of documents available on the inter-library loan.

The program is advised by a board of 12 scholars and librarians. The program has been successful in the research community, and human rights groups are also being asked to contribute to the effort.

In addition, the program has been in the hope to translate the files into other languages and allow access with a use of a few key words such as "human rights information.""
Dear Editor:

The recent tragic death of graduate student Alexander Bumbacea shares remarkable similarities to the suicide of another student two years ago. Both were graduate students in similar academic disciplines, and the university has been exceptionally supportive when such tragedies occur. The counseling center and campus ministry, as well as the University Office of Student Affairs, have waited too long to start looking for answers.

Editor-in-Chief

A few quick facts make this assertion transparently obvious. The federal income tax base is now larger than the entire economy of any other nation in the world, excluding only Japan. The average family currently pays more in taxes than it does on the purchase of clothing and shelter. The number of government employees outnumbering police officers is indicative of the size of the manufacturing sector. And perhaps most telling, nearly 40 percent of the nation's total income is now spent by politicians and bureaucrats at various levels of government.

The Freedom and Fairness Restoration Act seeks to address this crisis through several deep but basic reforms. The first of these proposals is the scrapping of the entire federal tax code in favor of a simple flat tax system. Our current system is, as anyone who has ever filled out their own tax return knows, is fatally flawed. Rates are high, loopholes still abound and those not in a position to hire expensive CPA's or tax attorneys are unfairly burdened. In what must quaily as one of the greatest wastes of time in human history every year, there are over 5.4 billion manhours spent by Americans simply trying to figure out their tax bills (imagine both the productivity and leisure time lost in this effort). Further, the current code commits the economic acracy of taxing income once when it is earned and taxed again when it produces income as a savings fund. This double taxation of savings imposes an immense and unnecessary burden on our economy.

In stark contrast to the well documented absurdities and inconsistencies inherent in our current system stands the simplicity and efficiency of the proposed flat tax. To ensure the plan would work as follows: all personal income would be taxed once at a flat percentage (10%). The proposed 17 percent flat rate is low enough to guarantee most Americans a substantial tax cut and yet according to the numbers offered by Congressman Dick Armey, the author of HR 6, provides sufficient revenue to meet scaled back federal needs. Additionally, it is reasonable to assume that the imposition of a flat tax could initiate a period of substantial economic expansion due to the total elimination of such growth-shackling measures as the estate tax and the capital-gains tax.

Another key tax reform is the elimination of that most insidious of government revenue devices; income tax withholding. By taking people's money before they ever see it, the government has managed to raise taxes to their current levels without provoking substantial popular dissent. If citizens paid their taxes directly from their own pockets in the same manner in which they make house or car payments the egregious rate of taxation we are now burdened with would never have been reached, the political reality of the situation would not permit it. By ending the deceptive and obfuscating system of withholding tax a powerful check can be placed on the innate tax-and-spend ways of Washington.

Of course there will be all the predictable objections to the Freedom and Fairness Restoration Act originating from all of the predictable places. The establishmentarians in Washington will decry the flat tax proposal as "unfair" because they fear it as a threat to their spend-happy ways. Leftist idealogues will denounce the loss of the "progressive" income tax, ignoring the fact that this plan would take millions of poor and working poor off the tax rolls via its generous personal allowances and doubled deductible for children. Some will express legitimate concern about the taxation of such loopholes as the home mortgage deduction, but the vastly increased capital available due to the elimination of the double tax on savings will offset this.

The underlying appeal of filing out one's entire tax return on a form the size of a post card is undeniable. There is also something fundamentally fair about treating every one in the same way rather than letting self-serving politicians decide which groups should surrender what portion of their earnings to Washington. Replacing the tax bureaucracy and its accompanying parasites with a simple, efficient and fair flat tax system would constitute a major victory in the battle to retake control of our government.

Kratovil is a sophomore government major.

Chris Kratovil
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Editor-in-Chief

Why the buck should stop here

This past summer lost amidst the highly partisan congressional wrangling over such issues as health care reform and the Federal crime-pack-age was the introduction of one of the most potentially revolutionary pieces of legislation put forward in over a decade. The Freedom and Fairness Restoration Act (HR 6 introduced June 16) seeks to rectify the central malady plaguing our government today: the fact that it is too big, too intrusive and that it both overtaxes and overspends.
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A few quick facts make this assertion transparently obvious. The federal income tax base is now larger than the entire economy of any other nation in the world, excluding only Japan. The average family currently pays more in taxes than it does on the purchase of clothing and shelter. The number of government employees outnumbering police officers is indicative of the size of the manufacturing sector. And perhaps most telling, nearly 40 percent of the nation's total income is now spent by politicians and bureaucrats at various levels of government.

The Freedom and Fairness Restoration Act seeks to address this crisis through several deep but basic reforms. The first of these proposals is the scrapping of the entire federal tax code in favor of a simple flat tax system. Our current system is, as anyone who has ever filled out their own tax return knows, is fatally flawed. Rates are high, loopholes still abound and those not in a position to hire expensive CPA's or tax attorneys are unfairly burdened. In what must
Hail to the kicker

Hamilton’s heroic field goal erases Irish comeback

By GEORGE DOHRMANN

"You can do it"

Those were the words Mike Gillette whispered into the ear of Remy Hamilton minutes before he nailed a 42-yard field goal, moments before he stabbed the hearts of Notre Dame fans, and precious seconds before Michigan killed an Irish comeback with a 26-24 win at Notre Dame Stadium.

Gillette knew what it meant to have that chance. The game on the line, all eyes on him, and all thoughts on his ability to kick a ball between two posts.

It was 1988 when Gillette lined up for his moment. Notre Dame was ahead 19-17 and at the beginning of a national championship season.

But he missed.

So on this day a former Wolverine wanted to give hope to a friend he just met. Notre Dame called timeout, Gillette spoke those words, and Hamilton listened. And he did what Gillette has done in his dreams for five years.

"He was probably one of the greatest kickers to come through here," Hamilton said about Gillette. "But I had never met him until...

see IRISH / page 2

Exchange error haunts Zataveshki

Mark Zataveshki stared at his feet and cursed his hands.

In more than two weeks as Notre Dame's starting center, he and quarterback Ron Powlus had not botched a single exchange.


But in the 58th minute, on the second play of a potential game-winning drive, Powlus rose from his crouch under center without the ball.

Michigan recovered deep in its own territory, just 34 yards from putting the game out of reach.

"It was the first (failed exchange) we've had since I moved to center," Zataveshki said. "What a time to have it."

Neither Powlus nor Zataveshki knew how it happened, but both knew how it hurt.

see KELLY / page 3
Inspired defensive effort wasted as Irish lose late lead

By JASON KELLY
Associate Sports Editor

It should have been Jeremy Nau’s defining game.
In just the third start of his career, the senior outside linebacker ignited the Notre Dame defense with eight tackles, including a quarterback sack that forced a fumble.
And his animated celebrations breathed life into a gasping unit.
"I love this game," said Nau with emotion. "That’s just my personality. I do the same thing in practice," Nau said. "Maybe I got a little carried away today, but so what?"
He carried a defense that allowed only 116 rushing yards, despite a 100-yard performance from Tim Biakabutuka.
"Jeremy Nau played inspired football," Irish coach Lou Holtz said.

Instead, it was just a loss, as bitter as any other in his career.
The fact that he played probably his best college game didn’t matter much to him.

And it will be but a footnote in the record of a typically tantalizing Notre Dame-Michigan matchup.
Nau’s heroics will be lost in the remi­

niscence of fumbles and field goals.
"I’m not going to sit here and talk about my personal accolades," he said.
"I feel terrible about what happened."
He did his part to make sure that what happened—a 26-24 loss to Michigan didn’t happen.
Roaming around backfield, he hunted Wolverines and hit hard when he found his prey. And celebrated hard, dancing and kicking his legs to rouse his teammates.
But because emotion plays such a big part in how he plays, the extremes are pretty extreme.

And Saturday’s game had its share of ups and downs, most notably Notre Dame’s rapid rise and fall in the final minute.

"I had my head in the hands and almost cried when we kicked the extra point (to take the lead in the final minute)," Nau said, though his tears flowed for the wrong reason a few moments later. "Right now, I just feel like crap."
He had reason to feel that way. At the pop of the clock before the game, Nau spoke to the crowd and said if Notre Dame lost to Michigan "our season would be over."
A five-week losing streak had a painful ring late Saturday afternoon.
With plenty of personal reasons to feel proud, Nau felt only pain.
"I thought I did a decent job," he said.
"It’s nice, but personal accolades don’t mean squat."

Irish

continued from page 1

Today before the game. He just came up to me and said something like "Just go out there and have a good day. Good Luck." It was perfect luck. it will be "The Kick" just as there is "The Catch" for Wolverine fans, a reference to Desmond Howard’s grab in 1991 that propelled Michigan to a win.
Hamilton will be the hero for at least three years.
College football fans will have to wait that long for the series to resume.
"The Kick" wasted a perfect touchdown by Notre Dame’s Derrick Mayes with 52 seconds left. The junior wide receiver made a acrobatic catch on a Ron Powlus pass from seven yards out. It looked like the game winner.
"I thought we hit it. I was sure we had it won," said Mayes, who had 107 yards receiving.
"But it was just like Boston College." It was exactly like Boston College.
In the Irish’s final home game last year Notre Dame roared back in the final quarter, went ahead on a touchdown pass, and then lost 41-39 as David Gordon kicked a 41-yard field goal as time expired. He was just another obscure player with questionable ability, he was Hamilton.
"He (Hamilton) couldn’t hit an extra point or a field goal last spring and to go from where he was hitting them like he was today, it’s all to his credit," Michigan assistant Mike DeBord said.
The game-winner was Hamilton’s fourth field goal of the day, and a chance he wasn’t likely to get with Michigan starting its final drive at its own 17-yard line.
But Michigan quarterback Todd Collins scrambled for 15 yards, and then split Notre Dame’s defense 26 yard gain with a pass to tight end Jay Reimensma.
After hitting Seth Smith for nine yards to Notre Dame’s 33 yard line, Collins made a game-saving play.
With Irish linebacker Bert Berry draped over him, he spun away and flipped a pass to Smith who got nine more yards and, more importantly, out of bounds, stopping the clock at 07.
It was a drive eerily similar to the made in the second half when Marc Edwards’ eight yard touchdown run broke a 10-10 tie. Michigan defensive back Tyrone Noble could be given as much credit for the score. With Notre Dame facing third and 16 Noble was flagged for pass interference, giving the Irish first-and-tenth from the Michigan 12.
But Hamilton responded with a three-yard strike from Collins to Reimensma. The drive was highlighted by running back Tim Biakabutuka, who finished the day with 243 yards on 33 carries. His 20 yard catch put the ball at the Notre Dame seven-yard line.
Hamiton hit a pair of field goals in the fourth before his game winner. Beetin’s second fumble set up the first kick and a botched snap between Powlus and center Mark Zatavarski set the stage for the second.
Notre Dame’s final scoring drive looked to be enough, and although lacking in relev­

ance at the end, was near perfect.
Michael Miller returned a kickoff 55 yards to the Michigan 36. Powlus hit Mayes for 17 yards. A pass interference call on Deon Johnson put the ball at the two and after an illegal shift three penalties hit Mayes in the back of the end­zone.
But it ended up meaning nothing as Gillese spoke and hoped and Hamilton listened.
"This loss hurts," Holtz said. "And it will hurt for a long time.

GRABBED POSITION ANALYSIS

QUARTERBACKS—B
Not as stellar as the opener but led the comeback when needed. Missed a few checks but dodged pressure well.

RUNNING BACKS—C
A senior captain has two fumbles. Outangered Michigan but had few big plays as the Irish offense was forced to go to the air.

receivers—A
Derrick Mayes, Derrick Mayes, Derrick Mayes - Throw it anywhere. Derricks Mays in the back of the end-zone, big plays as the Irish offense was forced to go to the air.

OFFENSIVE LINE—C
Center Mark Zatavarski said it best. "We have a long way to go." Powlus was hurried and the running game sputtered. A key fumble in the fourth quarter was due to a bad exchange.

DEFENSIVE LINE—A
They needed to be tougher to stop Michigan’s running attack and did just that. They put pressure on Todd Collins and came up big twice in the fourth quarter holding Michigan to field goals.

LINEBACKERS—A
Justin Goheen has a sack and played inspired. Jeremy Nau had the game of his life. Bert Berry almost made the sack of the century for the Irish. The run defense was excellent and the group was an emotional spark on the field.

SECONDARY—C

When they needed to come up big they didn’t. Final drive pass to tight end Jay Reimensma was a big blunder that may have been the play of the game. It wasn’t for corner Bobby Taylor this group would be seeing its coordinator to discuss major tutoring.

SPECIAL TEAMS—B
Michael Miller’s late return doesn’t overshadow a poor day for the coverage and return teams. In all but the final drive, Michigan was looking at great field position after a kickoff. Stefan Schriffer was solid kicking and Brian Ford excelled despite poor snaps.

COACHING—B
It’s hard to question the man, but maybe you do in this case. Late timeout was called because Irish had 12 men on the field. If that’s not the case, the play clock expires and Michigan is looking at a far­

ther field goal shot.

GAME G.P.A.—2.89
Not as stellar as the opener but led the comeback when needed. Missed a few checks but dodged pressure well.


GEORGE DOHRMANN
Becton bobbles the ball like never before

His two fumbles stall Irish offense

By RIAN AKEY
Associate Sports Editor

Notre Dame upperclassmen can remember the way Lee Becton used to carry the football. But that doesn’t necessarily mean they can remember the on-field rushing performances that made Becton a pre-season Heisman contender his senior year. It’s easy to remember him cutting through South Quad, or plowing through a hole to get to the soda machine during heavy lunch hour traffic at the Dining Hall, because one of Becton’s old trademarks was that he carried the ball with him around campus, an effort to make the ball feel like a part of his body.

But in Saturday’s loss to Michigan, Becton’s 76-yard rushing effort raised few eyebrows. Instead, it was Becton’s two fumbles which turned heads, causing more commotion than if he had dropped his tray in the dining hall.

Because everyone watching the game knew that the outcome would depend on which team made fewer mistakes. Because early in the game Becton seemed to be rallying from a disappointing 16-yard performance against Northern Illinois.

Because Becton doesn’t fumble.

The only previous fumble in Becton’s career at Notre Dame came against Terry A. A. Hamilton’s 1992 Cotton Bowl, 233 carries before he dropped his first against Michigan.

The earth made more rotations between Becton’s first and second career fumbles than the minute hand on a wristwatch did between his second and third.

And even Becton cannot explain why. “I wasn’t holding the ball any differently,” he said. “I don’t know what happened.”

But even Becton’s fumbles were no more than exclamation marks on an overall Irish rushing effort which could have met the standards set in his season’s past.

The woes that the Irish rushing game would suffer were perhaps foreshadowed in Notre Dame’s first touchdown drive late in the opening quarter.

A 33-yard gain on a Moyes reception gave the Irish a first-and-goal at the Michigan 1-yard line. Michigan held the line of scrimmage, by a Poulsie twice and Marc Edwards once before Poulsie connected with Becton in the end zone on a finesse pass.

Although Notre Dame having to resort to a Poulsie pass for the score may be indicative of problems with the maturing offensive line, it also illustrates the increasing reliance the Irish have on big-play offense.

While past Notre Dame teams under Holtz have made a habit of grinding out five- and six-yard gains, the Irish frequently had to settle for short yardage gains against Michigan, requiring longer third- and fourth-down conversions—and more passing attempts.

And while this style may be more exciting for Irish fans, it doesn’t concern Becton—yet.

And for Becton, his reputation as a consistent rusher will not be affected by his performance on Saturday.

Becton went all last year without a fumble,” said head coach Lou Holtz. “He has been a fine player here, and had made some great plays and will continue to.”

Lee Becton (4) had trouble handling the ball Saturday, but thanks to the Michigan defense, he had no trouble hitting the turf.

Kelly
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Zatavietski rippled the helmet off his head on the sidelines, spewing expletives at himself.

Teammates tried to soothe him. Irish coach Lou Holtz also had a few reassuring words.

But Zatavietski shouldered the burden alone for failing to execute football’s most basic fundamentals.

“It has to be there all the time,” he said. “If it’s not there, it has to be my fault.”

It was a mistake that could have cost the Irish the game, but a stiff defensive stand allowed only a Wolverine field goal.

Zatavietski had an opportunity for redemption.

With him at the center of the line, the Irish marched to a dramatic touchdown that gave them the lead with less than a minute to play.

Because every mistake—even the most minute—grows at the brazenly senior, it was unclear how he would respond after the monumental miscue just a series earlier.

He played as though it never occurred, protecting Poulsie and opening holes for Irish runners.

“Just put it behind you. You have to do it for the team,” he said. “(The fumbled exchange) was obviously a devastating mistake, but there were another two minutes to play.”

Game weeks are rough on Zatavietski. He’s a human being, which means full of anxiety and anticipation.

He sweats every detail, every snap. When one goes wrong, he’s a wreck.

“The game was won Saturday. A very important one, but one that ultimately didn’t affect the outcome,” he said.

He was a wreck.

“I can’t describe how I feel right now,” he said. “I can’t explain it to someone else. I’ve got nothing in my soul.”

No words were necessary.
Linebacker Justin Goheen celebrates a sack in the first half.

Ron Powlus throws the go-ahead touchdown to Derrick Mayes.

Running back Che' Foster is met by Brain Magee during the third quarter.

Linebacker Steve Morrison sacks quarterback Ron Powlus in the second quarter.

Wolverine back Ed Davis hinges for extra yards as Irish defenders hang on.

Michigan 26
Notre Dame 24

Notre Dame Stadium
September 10, 1994

Amani Toomer catches a fourth quarter pass. The Michigan wideout finished with 72 yards receiving.

Freshman defensive back John McLaughlin celebrates his tackle of Amani Toomer on the kickoff before Michigan's game-winning drive.
Rollerblading:
A sport, hobby, and workout growing in popularity

By SHANNON FORBES
Accent Writer

Long ago, nestled in a small town in northern Minnesota, there lived a small, but avid group of high school hockey players who were very upset. Spring had arrived, the ice was thawing, and hockey skates were no longer of any use. For months the group had suffered through 6:30 a.m. practices, biting cold winds and Minnesota’s lengthy winter.

This close group of hockey players just could not accept the slightheaded season where hockey equipment had no place, so the group needed a rough model of what would come to be one of the most popular pieces of sporting equipment in America.

This invention marked the birth of in-line skating, commonly referred to as rollerblading.

Today, ABC’s “Nightline” has declared rollerblading one of the fastest growing activities in the country. It rose to popularity as a crossover sport in which winter athletes—particularly hockey players—were able to stay in shape and keep their hockey form all year long.

The idea gained notoriety and rollerblading soon became a favorite sport that has come to be incorporated into the lives of approximately 75% of all people between the ages of sixteen and twenty-four, according to “Nightline.”

One of the reasons rollerblading has become so accepted is due to its versatility. “I used to rollerblade to stay in shape for hockey,” I’ve come to enjoy it so much that now I rollerblade for the fun of it,” Notre Dame junior, Mark Lorrelli said.

Many other Notre Dame and St. Mary’s students enjoy rollerblading as a relaxing past time, needed study break, mode of transportation to and from class.

Notre Dame sophomore Amy Martin “loves nothing more than rollerblading around campus on a nice day.”

Sophomore Jason Felger and freshman Chris Moore enjoying in-line skating on the Notre Dame campus.

The idea of rollerblading has been seriously taken up. According to “Nightline,” last year rollerblading accidents were responsible for the greatest percentage of injured people treated in emergency rooms. Twisted ankles and broken wrists are the result of improper equipment or inadequate training. People must be well aware of certain rules before their first time rollerblading, according to Achter.

First, people must realize that there are many different brands of rollerblades, and each one fulfills the needs of the particular level or purpose of each individual. Names like “Kid’s,” “Bauer,” “Ultra Heels,” “Oxygen,” and “CCM” may initially mean little to the amateur, but the right brand of rollerblades can prevent painful accidents.

It is also important to invest wisely at all levels. Beginning rollerbladers need to gradually build up ankles and stabilize form and balance. This is especially important for those beginning rollerbladers who have never roller-skated, ice skated, or downhill skied.

Rollerblading can be beneficial for all age groups and can fulfill the needs of almost every individual. Although at first a small slope may appear as challenging as skiing down the Swiss Alps, Cracks this sidewalk can be as forbidding as the immense Grand Canyon, but successfull rollerblading is an inevitable result of practice and patience. Investing the time, effort, and money will result in an excellent, challenging, and enjoyable cardiovascular workout.
**Test continued from page 30**

need another 5-0 or 6-0 win. And, after the first game, they were up to the pressure of facing each other at a competition road game again on Sunday, with a dramatic overtime win against William & Mary.

**Classifieds**

NOTICES

**Anonymous Nonstudent Meetings**

Would you like to find other students committed to a cause? Are you interested in making new friends, in new experiences, or in creating change? Meetings will be held every Monday at 9:15 in Office of Alcohol and Drug Education.

**EDWARD’S NOW HIRING**

All positions paying $3 minimum wage. Apply in person 225 S. Michigan.

**USED TEXTS CHEAP**

Buy & sell used books at the high point in place in 10-4M or 9-6A in PANDEX. Ask for Nancy or Flex. ND & Lenoir St 233-2542

**** TROPIC DOIRE LADIES ****

TROJAN'S on the move again. We are looking for ND fans to buy our Tropics to bring to the game. Interested in joining us? Call 273-3361

LOST & FOUND

LOST: Silver and Turquoise ring. Friday on South Quad. This has $$$ REWARD.

OPERATION. PREVIOUS FOOD SCHEDULE. DAYS AND/OR PRICES! BAHAMAS, CANCUN, BREAK TRIPS! SELL 8 TRIPS & EARN $2500 & FREE SPRING BREAK TRIPS! JOIN TODAY! CALL (206)632-0150 ext. R55841 for your group plus personal cash incentives including bonus pay and many benefits! (206)632-0150 ext. R55841

PANDORA’S BOOKS

**USED TEXTS CHEAP!**

At Pandora’s Books. Location on West Quad. Established Used Bookstore!

**EDWARD’S NOW HIRING:****

$3.00 minimum wage. Apply in person at Heaven and Hell. 273-3361

**STOCK DITTY:**

678-6386!

APPLY IN PERSON AT HEAVEN AND HELL, 2307 EDISON BETWEEN CLEVELAND RD to Technology Dr.)

**PRYOR SERVICES**

WANTED: RESPONSIBLE, KID-FRIENDLY, ANIMAL LOVING, NEIGHBORS TO REFER ZEUS, our pet opossum. Call 273-9972. Must have neutered men for his squad proved they were up to the pressure of facing each other at a competition road game again on Sunday, with a dramatic overtime win against William & Mary.

Lost & Found

LOST: Silver and Turquoise ring. Friday on South Quad. This has $$$ REWARD.
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Unbeaten Irish stand as biggest of the four

By BETSY BAKER
Sports Writer

The Notre Dame volleyball team is off to its best start ever, as they improved their record to 9-0 this weekend with victories over Indiana, Kentucky, and Louisville this weekend at the Big Four tournament in Louisville, Kentucky.

It is the second year in a row that the Irish have been the champions of the Big Four tournament, a title earned by hard work and persistence. The Irish first faced a tough Indiana team, who forced the Irish to go four games with scores of 15-7, 13-15, 15-8, and 15-10. Indiana surprised Coach Debbie Brown, as they put forth a very strong defensive showing.

"IU played very well against us," Brown said. "I knew they were going to be good, but defensively they surprised us."

Christy Peters led the Irish in the match against the Hoosiers with an amazing 24 kills, as Shannon Tuttle contributed 54 assists.

"Christy played outstanding by hitting a variety of sets," said Brown of Peters’ performance.

"Shannon also did a good job of getting Christy the ball," she added.

In the game against the Kentucky, freshman Angie Harris led the Irish with 10 kills and 13 digs as they defeated the Wildcats 15-2, 15-5, 15-5. Kentucky’s performance was a surprise, as they were expected to be more of an opponent to the Irish. One reason could have been the loss in five games to Indiana the previous night.

"Kentucky was down because of the loss to IU," said Brown. "They were very flat against us."

The Irish rounded out the weekend with a victory over the University of Louisville. The Cardinals also gave the Irish a hard time, going four games, but the Irish pulled out the victory with scores of 15-9, 8-15, 15-8, and 15-10. They were led again by Peters and Harris who combined for 33 kills, but also received a strong performance from freshman outside hitter Jamie Lee who contributed 13 kills to the Irish effort.

Coach Brown is very happy with the excellent start of the season. She believes her team is learning much and improving, especially in the last week as the competition has improved.
Senior forward Keith Carlson tries to head the ball away from the net during Notre Dame's 5-0 trouncing of Ohio State.

**Sports Briefs**

Campus Golf - Sophomore Brian Donohue won the Campus Golf Championship over the weekend with a four round score of 288. Joel Hepler took second with a 292. Mike Cibula and Bill Moore took third and fourth with scores of 295 and 296 respectively.

In-Line Hockey Tournament - This one day, double elimination tournament will take place on Sunday, September 18 at Outpost Sports (3602 N. Grape Rd., Mishawaka, IN 259-1000). It will be an 8 team, 5 on 5 (including goalie) tournament. All equipment will be provided by Rollerblade, but participants are encouraged to provide their own skates. The fee is $10 per team and you must register in advance at RecSports. For more information call RecSports at 1-6100.

Climbing Wall - The Climbing Wall located in the Rockne Memorial will be open for operation beginning Tuesday, September 13. The hours will Tuesdays and Thursdays 7:00-10:00 pm and Sundays 2:00-5:00 pm. All users have to complete an orientation session before they will be allowed open use. Call RecSports at 1-6100.

Aerobic Classes - Classes have started for Challenge U Fitness. Make sure to bring your green exerciser ID card with you. Some classes are still open. Call the RecSports office to find out more information.

Special Olympics - Anyone interested in volunteering for the Special Olympics in swimming should contact Coach Dennis Stark at 1-5983.

**University of Notre Dame International Study Program**

**Dublin, Ireland Junior Year Abroad**

**Information Meeting**

Tuesday, September 13, 1994 6:30 P.M. 129 DeBartolo

Application Deadline December 1, 1994

**Tryouts**

The Men's and Women's Varsity Diving Teams will be holding open tryouts for all those interested. There will be an open meeting Monday, September 12, 4:00 pm.

Tryouts will be Tuesday, September 13th and Wednesday September 14th. If you are unable to make the meeting or have any questions please contact:

Tim Welsh, Head Coach 631-7042
Randy Julian, Asst Coach 631-8455

---

Tony Capanni's goal late in the second half.
Yet, the man with the biggest game was senior midfielder Keith Carlson. Carlson assisted on the first goal of the game to Turner, and later scored a goal of his own on the assist of Turner.

"Carlson played a great game at wide midfielder," Berticelli said. "He has really matured into this role, especially since he is used to playing up front (as a forward)."

Yet, even with a great win, there is room for improvement. Any improvement, though, is not drastic, and the Irish look ready and determined as they enter their conference schedule this Thursday at Northern Illinois.

---

**Art Print & Poster Sale**

Sponsored by Lafortune Student Center

**Featuring:**

- Prints of Master Artists (Including the works of Dali, Gogon, Kandinsky, Matisse, Monet, O'Keefe, Picasso, Remington, Renoir, & Van Gogh, plus many others)
- M.C. Escher Prints
- Personality Posters
- Rock Bands
- Black & White Photography
- Contemporary Posters
- Framed Prints

**Dates: Today thru Friday**

**Time:** 9:30 A.M. - 6:00 P.M.

**Place:** Notre Dame Room (2nd Floor), Lafortune Student Center

**3 Prints For Only $17!**
Bucs go long as Colts fall short

By FRED GOODALL

The Tampa Bay Buccaneers, who have had trouble scoring from short range, went long distance Sunday on the Indianapolis Colts.
Craig Erickson threw for 313 yards, including scoring passes of 50 yards to Charles Wilson and 48 yards to Jackie Harris, as the Bucs weathered another big day for Marshall Faulk to beat the Colts 24-10.
The smallest crowd for a home opener in Tampa Bay history (36,631) watched Erickson record the second-highest passing total of his career with 19 completions in 24 attempts. He put the game away with a 3-yard TD pass to Courtney Hawkins in the fourth quarter.
Faulk, the second pick in this year's draft, had a spectacular debut with 143 yards rushing in the Colt 45-21 season-opening victory over the Houston Oilers. He was just as impressive against the Bucs (1-1), running for 104 yards on 18 carries and catching seven passes for 82 yards.
Faulk sprinted his left wrist on the first play of the game and missed that series, but played the rest of the game. The Tampa Bay defense kept him out of the end zone, though, holding the Colts (1-1) to Dean Bussieres' 26-yard field goal and an 8-yard touchdown run by Roosevelt Potts.
Faulk had a 16-yard catch that kept the field goal drive alive and had a 23-yard run and another crucial third-down reception on the 11-yard, 92-yard drive the Colts used to trim Tampa Bay's lead to 17-10.
The Bucs put the game away with a 90-yard drive. Erickson had completions of 35 yards to Harris, 23 yards to Vince Workman and 25 yards to Tyji Armstrong before clearing the hurdle that frustrated the offense in a 21-9 loss to Chicago on opening day.
The Bears held the Bucs to three field goals, stopping them each time they advanced the ball inside the 20-yard line. This time, Erickson found Hawkins wide open in the back of the end zone for the clinching touchdown with 6:46 to go.
Hawkins, who had been side-lined since the first preseason game with a broken hand, gave the offense a lift with four catches for 72 yards. His 32-yard reception, along with Willie Green's one-handed grab for a 14-yard gain, set up Michael Husted's 47-yard field goal for a 10-3 halftime lead.
Until Hawkins' big play, most of Tampa Bay's offense had come on Wilson's touchdown. The Tampa Bay receiver beat Ashley Ambrose on the play, catching the ball and running away from the diving defender at the Colts' 20.
Harris' touchdown gave the Bucs a 17-3 lead and forced Indianapolis to open up its offense. That didn't, however, mean abandoning Faulk.
The rookie running back had a 47-yard reception in the fourth quarter, but Tampa Bay clung to its 14-point lead by stopping the threat as it advanced with 3:06 left. Jim Harbaugh completed 19 of 24 passes for 206 yards. His last attempt of the day was intercepted in the end zone by Tampa Bay's Martin Mayhew.
Faulk, with a 16-yard catch for 72 yards. His 32-yard completion was set up by a 23-yard catch by Harris, 23 yards to Vince Workman and 25 yards to Tyji Armstrong before clearing the hurdle that frustrated the offense in a 21-9 loss to Chicago on opening day.
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Until Hawkins' big play, most of Tampa Bay's offense had come on Wilson's touchdown. The Tampa Bay receiver beat Ashley Ambrose on the play, catching the ball and running away from the diving defender at the Colts' 20.
Harris' touchdown gave the Bucs a 17-3 lead and forced Indianapolis to open up its offense. That didn't, however, mean abandoning Faulk.
The rookie running back had a 47-yard reception in the fourth quarter, but Tampa Bay clung to its 14-point lead by stopping the threat as it advanced with 3:06 left. Jim Harbaugh completed 19 of 24 passes for 206 yards. His last attempt of the day was intercepted in the end zone by Tampa Bay's Martin Mayhew.
Faulk, with a 16-yard catch for 72 yards. His 32-yard completion was set up by a 23-yard catch by Harris, 23 yards to Vince Workman and 25 yards to Tyji Armstrong before clearing the hurdle that frustrated the offense in a 21-9 loss to Chicago on opening day.
The Bears held the Bucs to three field goals, stopping them each time they advanced the ball inside the 20-yard line. This time, Erickson found Hawkins wide open in the back of the end zone for the clinching touchdown with 6:46 to go.
Hawkins, who had been side-lined since the first preseason game with a broken hand, gave the offense a lift with four catches for 72 yards. His 32-yard reception, along with Willie Green's one-handed grab for a 14-yard gain, set up Michael Husted's 47-yard field goal for a 10-3 halftime lead.
Until Hawkins' big play, most of Tampa Bay's offense had come on Wilson's touchdown. The Tampa Bay receiver beat Ashley Ambrose on the play, catching the ball and running away from the diving defender at the Colts' 20.
Harris' touchdown gave the Bucs a 17-3 lead and forced Indianapolis to open up its offense. That didn't, however, mean abandoning Faulk.
The rookie running back had a 47-yard reception in the fourth quarter, but Tampa Bay clung to its 14-point lead by stopping the threat as it advanced with 3:06 left. Jim Harbaugh completed 19 of 24 passes for 206 yards. His last attempt of the day was intercepted in the end zone by Tampa Bay's Martin Mayhew.
Faulk, with a 16-yard catch for 72 yards. His 32-yard completion was set up by a 23-yard catch by Harris, 23 yards to Vince Workman and 25 yards to Tyji Armstrong before clearing the hurdle that frustrated the offense in a 21-9 loss to Chicago on opening day.
The Bears held the Bucs to three field goals, stopping them each time they advanced the ball inside the 20-yard line. This time, Erickson found Hawkins wide open in the back of the end zone for the clinching touchdown with 6:46 to go.
Hawkins, who had been side-lined since the first preseason game with a broken hand, gave the offense a lift with four catches for 72 yards. His 32-yard reception, along with Willie Green's one-handed grab for a 14-yard gain, set up Michael Husted's 47-yard field goal for a 10-3 halftime lead.
Until Hawkins' big play, most of Tampa Bay's offense had come on Wilson's touchdown. The Tampa Bay receiver beat Ashley Ambrose on the play, catching the ball and running away from the diving defender at the Colts' 20.
Harris' touchdown gave the Bucs a 17-3 lead and forced Indianapolis to open up its offense. That didn't, however, mean abandoning Faulk.
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Heidelberg serves up four-set win against St. Mary's

By JENNIFER LEWIS
Saint Mary's Sports Editor

Saint Mary's lost its first match against Heidelberg College, 3-1. Losing in the first two games 10-15, 15-17, the Bebes could not hang onto the lead and lost in the third game 16-14, but unfortunately, the Belles could not.

Heidelberg's serves hurt the Belles. Saint Mary's allowed Heidelberg to make two aces each game, according to coach Julie Schroeder-Biek. "We were not able to run our offense the correct way," said Schroeder-Biek. "But, Stronczek is stepping in and helping us so much." Stronczek, junior transfer student Kelley Prosser, and junior Annie Lawerene were nominated captains by their teammates and coach.

"Prosser established herself so well," said Schroeder-Biek. "When she walked in she was immediately respected because of her talent and leadership qualities."

"I thought it was very odd that I was picked as captain," said Prosser. "Because, I'm a first year student like the rest of the freshman." Prosser had fifteen kills and twelve digs. Freshman Meg Kelly had fourteen kills and lead the team with eighteen digs.

Heidelberg did not beat Saint Mary's because of the absence of talent, but rather the lack of experience, according to Prosser.

"When the pressure was on, they really pulled together as a team," said Schroeder-Biek. "I saw so many good things in this game. There is so much potential, that I know we can work."

"By the end of the season," said Prosser. "We will be beating teams of Heidelburgs' caliber."

This game was not a big loss to the Belles, according to Schroeder-Biek. The more important teams will come later in the season.

Watch the Action!

Round trip bus transportation to Michigan State

September 17th

The bus leaves the Alumni/Senior Club at 9:30 am

Tickets: $15

On sale now at the LaFortune Info Desk

Student tickets to the game available through SUB lottery September 13th.
**SPORTS**

**WOMEN'S SOCCER**

Notre Dame scores high on tough tests

By RIAN AKEY

Associate Sports Editor

"This is a big win for us, but it's just one win. We still have more big games to play and our team realizes that."

It's a common quote for a head coach after a big victory, words meant to maintain a team's focus and motivation. In fact, Michigan football coach Gary Moeller said almost exactly the same thing after the Wolverines knocked off the Fighting Irish.

But when Irish women's soccer coach uttered those words after his team upended no. 4 George Mason 1-0 on Friday, he meant them.

Just two days after Notre Dame avenged last season's first-round NCAA loss, Petrucelli and his no. 3 squad dropped no. 10 William & Mary, 4-3 in overtime.

Notre Dame goalkeeper Jen Renola recorded her third shut-out of the season against George Mason. Renola saved four shots in the first half before the Irish took control in the second period, not allowing a single Patriot shot.

Rosella Guerrero put in the game winner for the Irish at the 54:49 mark when she redirected a cross by Holly Manthei and scored over George Mason goalie Jen Mead.

"We need to be challenged," Petrucelli said in looking forward to the game. "We don't see TEST / page 14

**MEN'S SOCCER**

Irish finesse their way past Buckeyes

By THOMAS SCHLIDT

Sports Writer

In a disappointing weekend in which one team's national championship hopes were dashed, another's shines bright. The Notre Dame men's soccer team showed tremendous depth, skill and intelligence as they defeated Ohio State 5-0 last Friday.

The Irish dominated the game from the start as senior midfielder Tont Richardson and freshman forward Ryan Turner scored goals with in the first ten minutes of the match.

It was the Irish's acknowledgment of the Buckeye's physical strength that forced the game instead, towards finesse, leading to the dominating victory.

"We knew we had to keep the ball on the ground," coach Mike Berticelli said. "Their strength was in having the ball in the air, whereas ours would be in using our speed and quickness. We did this with more balls to the feet, so it would make them run around and keep the match from being too physical."

This does not mean that the Irish are unable to play a physical game. They have played physical matches in their last two games against Penn State... see IRISH / page 16

Volleyball strong in tourney

Irish power past opponents in Big Four Tournament

See page 15

of note... Check inside for Saint Mary's weekend results